Sequence for Analytical Writing Activities
This is a suggested sequence of class activities for teaching analytical writing. If you are teaching a W course or would like to incorporate writing instruction into your pedagogy, you may choose to spread these 15-25-minute activities over several days.  

Introduce the Analytical Sentences handout: Work through all of the components with volunteer student readers. Amplify with examples specific to your class’s writing project, when appropriate. You may want to tailor this worksheet to your discipline or specific assignment by writing your own sample sentences. Students do get the gist, though, from the Fargo sample sentences. 

Work through the multiple-choice handout: This multiple-choice exercise is useful because it shows students better options for writing topic sentences. Have students go through the worksheet in groups for 5-7 minutes, and then call on groups for answers.  Ask groups why they made their choices. Then, ask students to imagine possible theses and other paragraph topics that might accompany those successful sample topic sentences. Asking students to extrapolate the thesis from a single topic sentence shows how a good topic sentence can really orient the reader in the argument. 

Generate a list of analysis verbs: Explain to students that, in order to craft good analytical sentences, one needs certain kinds of verbs that do a certain kind of work—verbs that serve as a hinge or link that connects text to meaning/interpretation and facts to claims about them.  Ask students to look at the previous two handouts. Which verbs are activating the analysis? As the class names the verbs, write them on the board. Then, tell the class that it is useful to build a kind of verbal arsenal to deploy as they write (sorry about the militaristic imagery). Have the students work in groups for ten minutes to develop a list of analysis verbs. If you want to make it more interesting for students, promise extra credit to the group with the longest (legitimate) list.  After ten minutes, ask the groups for two or three of their favorite verbs, extol the usefulness of these verbs, admit your own favorite analysis verb (for example, I overuse “suggest”), collect the lists, and promise to compile and distribute the groups’ results. You can build on the handout list I provided, but I think that this in-class exercise is important for students to develop their analytical lexicon and to recall all the “analysis” verbs that they actually do know.

Review “before” and “after” drafts: This exercise works best when students are almost ready to draft their papers. Optimally, show students an early draft of a student paper with weaker analytical sentences, then a revised version of the same paper with improved analytical sentences (especially topic sentences).  This exercise is perhaps most effective when the two drafts are responses to the assignment on which the students are currently working and when the drafts have your comments on them. Have students examine the topic sentences as a class and then have each group compare other aspects of both papers. For instance, one group could look at organization; another, the introduction; yet another, word choice, etc. I even ask one or two groups to decipher my comments on the original draft: why did I write “clarify” here; why did I suggest the writer needed to connect these two ideas there? If you don’t have these materials from previous students, it’s possible to “fake” two student drafts (though it is time consuming). Most students found comparing drafts to be the single most useful exercise in this sequence.

In-class brainstorming in class for topics, evidence, and claims: This activity works best when students already have their topics and they are about to begin drafting. In this exercise, you want to take up a hypothetical topic—or one taken at random from the class—and work through a brainstorming session with the class. Lead the class in developing evidence and ideas for claims, writing them on the board.  Draft two different theses with them as a class, then have groups decide on organization for one (or both). Have the groups write their outlines on the board and discuss their choices. (this exercise could take as long as 50 minutes)

Identifying promising analysis verbs: Like the sample “before” and “after” drafts, this exercise works best when drafting is imminent.  Ask the students to get out their compiled list of analysis verbs and scan through the list, checking off verbs that they think they might use in their paper. Call on students to read their selected verbs. Students will often have clusters of verbs that may have similar meanings, like “reflect, mirror, and parallel” or “contradicts, counters, and undermines,” etc.  Suggest to students that their selection of verbs can help reveal or clarify what kind of paper they are writing and what kind of claims they are advancing.  At this stage of drafting, they may not have fully understood that their thesis will be comparative in nature or will argue definitions, etc. In selecting possible verbs they will use, they might understand earlier the nature of their argument’s mechanics. 

Thesis and Topic sentence draft workshops: This activity probably works best around a week to five days before the final paper is due. Have the students bring in only their thesis and topic sentences for their drafts for peer review. Their fellow classmates should consider if the sentences are “analytical,” if they can imagine what kind of evidence will be presented in each paragraph, and if the sentences cohere. This exercise can do some early troubleshooting for “unanalytical” papers and paragraphs and, interestingly, can help students with developing transitions between major ideas and paragraphs. 

Whole draft workshops: Have students exchange drafts and provide a worksheet or series of questions to help guide students in their peer critique.  



 







